Yugoslav forces pound Croats; 26 dead Sunday

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — Yugoslav tanks and troops pounded Croatian positions again Sunday in reprisal for blockades of federal garrisons, and the breakaway republic said it had captured several army posts.

The Croatian blockade of fed­eral outposts triggered a dra­matic escalation in the fighting that has claimed more than 400 lives since the republic declared independence from Yugoslavia on June 25.

Air raid sirens sounded in Zagreb for the first time Sun­day if shells streaked overhead but did not attack the Croatian capital. Elsewhere in the repub­lic, at least 26 people died in a 24-hour period ending Sunday night.

"We are not afraid. When you are in your own home you can’t be afraid," said Nikols Prlican, the 37-year-old watchman at a house on Mhanoviceva Street, as he rushed people into an air raid cellar.

"I don’t believe they’d really bomb Zagreb," said Valentin Horvat, 73, who remembered bombing raids during World War II.

Just in case, extra steel bar­ricles were put up around Zagreb’s government buildings, and tank traps and other bar­riers were fortified.

Croat forces — after weeks of setbacks in fighting with federal troops and rebellious Serbs living in their territory — claimed Sunday to have cap­tured more than 400 federal soldiers and a large cache of ammuni­tion.

Croatian Defense Minister Luka Bebic said the troops sur­rendered at six federal army barracks, two military ware­houses and two watchtowers in

see CROATIA/ page 4

Panel discusses global peace at ND symposium

By MEREDITH MCCULLOUGH
Assistant News Editor

The future of arms control, the prospect of a future world security order and ideas for sustaining world order were is­sues addressed by the Kroc In­stitute for International Peace Studies panel Friday during their discussion titled "Peace-making in the Global Context."

As part of the symposium "Global Peace and Develop­ment: Prospects for the Fu­ture," the panel explored dif­ferent avenues for achieving peace while maintaining a real­istic frame of mind.

"We are groping for a vision of world order that is intellec­tually coherent, a vision that is politically, economically and environ mentally feasible, a vi­sion that is morally uplifting and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­obody.

The future of arms control, the prospect of a future world security order and ideas for sustaining world order were is­sues addressed by the Kroc In­stitute for International Peace Studies panel Friday during their discussion titled "Peace-making in the Global Context."

As part of the symposium "Global Peace and Develop­ment: Prospects for the Fu­ture," the panel explored dif­ferent avenues for achieving peace while maintaining a real­istic frame of mind.

"We are groping for a vision of world order that is intellec­tually coherent, a vision that is politically, economically and environ mentally feasible, a vi­sion that is morally uplifting and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ously," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­ursively," said Robert Johanson, professor of government and one that takes people seri­clarations urging ratification of the agreement.

The celebration begins

University President, Father Edward Malloy, presides over the the opening mass for the celebration of the University of Notre Dame du Lac Sesquicentennial Year. The mass was held Sunday afternoon at 5 p.m. at the JACC, followed by a picnic at Krause Field. See photo spread, page 5.

Philippine senate rejects U.S. base agreement

MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The Philippines Senate refused to extend the lease for the Subic Bay naval base Monday in a vote that could end U.S. military presence in the islands and close the largest U.S. military base in Asia.

Twelve of the 23 senators — four more votes than necessary — opposed the agreement that would have extended the lease on the base for 10 years.

Senate President Jovito Sal­onga, who cast the 12th vote, declared "the treaty is de­feated."

President Corazon Aquino said earlier that she would hold a referendum to extend the lease on the base, the largest in Asia, for 10 years.

Mrs. Aquino, who signed a manifesto six years ago oppos­ing the U.S. bases, called for a "people power" upsurge of the kind that swept her into office in 1986 to raise signatures for the national vote against the Senate decision.

If Mrs. Aquino fails, the closure of Subic would mark the end of an era of U.S. military presence on the islands that began in the last century. The United States inherited Subic from the Spanish in 1898.

The lease agreement called for the United States to pay the Philippines $203 million annu­ally to keep the Subic Bay base for 10 more years.

U.S. officials decided to give up nearby Clark Air Base be­cause of damage caused by the June eruptions of Mount Pinatubo. Agreement was reached earlier to close four smaller bases.

Several thousand people con­verged on the Senate building early Monday with signs and placards urging ratification of the agreement.

Visiting fans

Notre Dame students Laura Schroenberg and Jamie Morris sit aside Saint Mary's student Nancy Chalas while cheering on the Irish football team in Ann Arbor, Mich. Saturday afternoon.

Harkin joins Democratic pres. race

WINTERSET, Iowa (AP) — Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin jumped into the Democratic presiden­tial race Sunday with a pop­ulist's fiery call to "take back government from the privileged few" and return the party to its roots.

Harkin spelled out a campaign aimed at "the people who pull the load and pay the taxes," those he said had been betrayed by "the greed and selfishness of George Herbert Walker Bush and J. Danforth Quayle."

He dismissed his difficult odds against President Bush, even as he touted his bid to "start investing here in Amer­ica."

"There are those who say that we’re a long shot, that we
First were the NDs in the end zones. Then there were giant, full-color gold domes that came in the end zones, sesquicentennial patches on the sleeves of ND uniforms and blue, white and gold socks. Everyone knew that worse fates loomed on the horizon.

Now, they’re breaking up tailgaters outside the hallway playing fields of Notre Dame football.

Shocking. "Notre Dame Security responded to a large gathering of students tailgating in White Field North," read the Notre Dame security report. "The students were informed that they were in violation of University rules and were cleared of the area.

A large crowd gathered to see if ridiculous that security would try to take the fun out of celebrating Notre Dame football weekends by disrupting a group of people.

What better way to cheer on the home team than to enjoy a few cheddarburgers, some hotdogs, and a couple of beers with a group of friends? Security has no business here.

Fans who rousted up to Ann Arbor for the Notre Dame Michigan game can relate to this kind of over-reaction by law enforcement officials.

A large group of fans from both Notre Dame and the University of Michigan had gathered in a street to show their spirit for their teams. Each side chanted and sang songs while cheering at the other. The overall spirit of the event was one of cooperation, however, not violence toward their fellow fans.

Ann Arbor police moved in, donned in riot gear, and instructed the fans to break up an intersection, thereby blocking four roads instead of one.

When the crowd would not disperse, they proceeded to throw tear gas into the group of students and fans. The students ran rubbing their eyes and coughing heavily.

This over-reaction by the police is embarrassing when one considers that there was virtually no violence during the event. It seems that the Ann Arbor authorities could have dealt with the fans in a more peaceful manner rather than pushing them as if they would a reckless, angry mob of rebels tossing rocks.

Qual is clear that these authorities are misunderstanding the intent of these large gatherings of fans in support of their teams. Apparently, law enforcement officials assume that these tailgaters or off-the-cuff pep rallies are condoning flight fighting and violence. This, however, is a faulty conclusion.

Perhaps one of the problems is that the police try to break up all large groups to secure the safety of the few individuals who might be injured should a situation get out of hand. Nor is breaking up a few tailgaters a good place to start enforcing underage drinking.

Security and police are, in effect, attempting to take the fun out of football weekends.

The most memorable event of a football Saturday should be tailgating, the play on the field, and cheering on the Irish, not run-ins with law enforcement officials.

The views expressed in the Inside Columns are not the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

OF INTEREST

Comedians and actors needed. Auditions for comedy/improv/television Troupe: Irish Accent will take place tonight in the basement of Walsh Hall at 6:30 p.m. Bring yourself and some creativity. If you have any questions call Tim and Doug at 283-2266.

A tape of the Sept. 15 mass opening the University of Notre Dame's Sesquicentennial observance will be telecast on Monday night, Sept. 16, at 9:30 p.m. and on Wednesday night, Sept. 19, at 8:30 p.m on Heritage Cable-view's Cable Channel 31.

Alzheimer's association is looking for Notre Dame students to participate in a 10 km Walk-a-thon on Saturday, Sept. 29. Food, folks, and fun. Call Ron Severino at 283-2180 to register.

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

1776: British forces occupied New York City during the American Revolution.

1935: The Nuremberg Laws deprived German Jews of their citizenship and made the swastika the official symbol of Nazi Germany.

1950: During the Korean conflict, United Nations forces landed at Inchon in the south and began their drive toward Seoul.

1953: Four Frieds were killed when a bomb went off during Sunday services at a black Baptist church in Birmingham, Ala.

1982: Iran's former foreign minister, Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, was executed after he was convicted of espionage during the American Revolution.
Overcrowding was factor in jail fire death

---

**Cape Canaveral, Fla. (AP) —** Discovery astronauts dispatched an observatory satellite Sunday to examine the effects of pollution on Earth’s withering ozone layer, but ground controllers ran into trouble communicating with the spacecraft.

The glinting, copper-colored satellite, its solar panel just touching one side, drifted off into orbit shortly after midnight.

Mark Brown unlocked the observatory from the end of the shuttle’s mechanical arm as the ship flew over the Atlantic Ocean toward West Africa on its 34th spin around the world since liftoff Friday.

“It was a spectacular show,” shuttle commander John Grunsfeld said.

Those on Earth were just as impressed.

“Welcome to the era of NASA’s Mission to Planet Earth,” said program manager Mike Luiter.

The observatory was released a little later than planned, because controllers had trouble getting a signal to pass between the craft’s main antenna and a second satellite through which data is transmitted to Earth. The problems continued after the release. Signals were gained, lost, and three times within two hours.

Project deputy manager John Donley said the interruptions were caused by a procedural problem on the ground that was corrected.

But then another problem was discovered later Sunday morning — one of two satellite transponders used to receive data from Earth failed.

Controllers at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md., could not send commands on that transponder. A network of communication satellites 22,300 miles high.

Instead, they used the backup transponder, which worked fine, Donley said. “We have a redundant system, so we’re still fully functional,” Donley said.

Donley said engineers don’t know why the first receiver failed. It would matter only if the backup system developed problems during the mission’s expected lifetime of 1 1/2 to three years, he said.

Controllers on Sunday successfully switched on and completed an initial check-out of several satellite instruments as part of an examination of its operating systems.

---

**Shuttle deploys research satellite**

---

**Inter Faith Bible Study** Tuesday, September 17, 1991 and every Tuesday

**Meetings:** 7:00 P.M.

one hour sessions (bring your own Bible) in the Conference Room of Campus Ministry Badin Hall

Directed by: Fr. Al D’Alonzo, C.S.C.

For additional information call: 259-6633 or 239-5955

All are invited to attend
Croatia
continued from page 1
response to the cut-off of food, electricity and water.
He said "thousands of tons of various types of weapons" were seized, including anti-tank weapons.
In a statement issued in Belgrade, the federal army said Bebic was lying. "Individual cases of desertion are being transformed into hundreds," it said.
Neither claim could be indepen-
dently verified.
Croatia said it was impatient with peace efforts by the Euro-
pean Community and might drop out of a Yugoslav confer-
ence that began last week if the fighting worsens.
Foreign Minister Zevimir Sepic said reporters called the talks "counterproductive" and irrele-
vant "compared to the war raging in Croatia."
In the weekend fighting, Yu-
goslav jets, rockets and tanks heav-
erner Croatian stronghold in response to the republic's attempt to force the troops to remain inside bar-

The Tanjug news agency said a federal armored column broke through barricades to besieged federal garrison in Vukovar, a town on the Danube River. Croatian media reported two dead and seven wounded in that fighting.
Croatian Television said fed-
eral warplanes attacked an Adriatic port, killing three Croatian militiamen, and fed-
eral gunboats in the Ploce harbor opened fire at a maritime warehouse. alleging that two of the boats were sunk.
A crewman for Croatian TV, Nikolka Stojsic, was reported killed by machine-gun fire from a federal warplane in Gospić, in south-central Croatia.
The Croatian Defense Min-
ister reported minor damage from air raids on small airfields in the Vukovar area.
Serb guerrillas were reported to have taken Tresnja Seca, 55 miles southeast of Zagreb, and Topsako, about 30 miles southeast of Belgrade.

Peace
continued from page 1
raffing two existing treaties, CFE and STARK. Completing these treaties will provide "a framework to move relatively quickly with additional understanding in the future," Keeny explained.
He went on to discuss diffi-
culties that arise from the build-up of nuclear weapons as well as possible steps to allevi-
ate these problems within the international community.
Concluding with a call to ac-
tion, Keeny said, "we are truly on the threshold of a period when great things can be ac-
complished, but ... it is going to be up to all of us to help ensure that this promise comes to be."
Forbes also referred to the recent changes in the state of the world as she began her dis-
cussion on the future world se-
curity order. It is this "watershed in human history" that has lead to the debate over "what it might like to be in a world where all countries are democracies," said Forbes.

Harkin
continued from page 1
can't win," Harkin said. "I'm here to tell you that Gov.

Herbert Walker Bush has feet of clay and I intend to take a

Harkin rolled up his shirt sleeves and declared his candi-
dacy in front of a flag-draped red barn as he addressed some, 2,000 cheering supporters at his annual steak fry. The setting was amid the rolling hills of souther Iowa, about 20 miles from his tiny hometown of Cumming, population 151.

Tom Harkin
He planned to repeat the an-
nouncement in New Hamp-
shire on Monday.
The crowd chanted "Harkin, Harkin, Harkin" as he offered a

"We are facing a fundamental choice between mobilizing forces and reversing the de-

Harkin, 51, is in his second
term as he has emerged as one of its leading liberals and most persistent Bush critics.
With his announcement, Harkin becomes the third
democratic candidate to enter the race formally, joining Vir-
ga in Gov. L. Douglas Wilder and former Massachusetts Sen.

Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton and Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey are likely contenders. Former California Gov. Jerry Brown also plans to run, Oklahoma Sen. Bob Dole is also considering a bid.

"For the last four years, the hardworking men and women, the farmers, the small business owners, the people who pull the load and pay the taxes in this country have been getting it up the butt," said Harkin. "I'm running for president be-
cause I believe the American people are hungry for a new vi-
rade of leadership." Harkin, 51, is in his second

University of Notre Dame
International Study Program in
Jerusalem
Spring 1992
APPLICATION DEADLINE OCTOBER 15, 1991
FILM ON JERUSALEM
With Jerusalem Program Director,
Sr. Mary Aquin O'Neill
Monday, September 16, 1991
6:30 P.M.
105 OSB Conference Room
"Who saw not Jerusalem in its glory
has never seen a beautiful city."
Talmud

Wednesday, September 18, 1991
7:00 P.M.
105 OSB Conference Room
"We are a people who love to talk."
Talmud

Monday, September 16, 1991

The Observer

"We're a fundamental choice between mobilizing forces and reversing the de-

"We are facing a fundamental choice between mobilizing forces and reversing the de-

For Senior Nursing Students
November 1 & 2, 1991
Mayo Medical Center • Rochester, Minnesota
SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
• Laughter: A Gift of Your Being to Light Up Dark Places
• Transition: From Student to Registered Nurse
• Enhancing Your Personal and Professional Image

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
• Financial Planning
• Critical Care Nursing Internship Program
• Preparing for Your Job Search
• Collaborative Practice—What It Is and What It Isn't
• Are You Ready? Healthcare in a Changing Environment
• New Kid on the Block

$10 registration fee covers sessions, instruction materials and food. Mayo Medical Center will cover the cost of lodging for out-of-town participants.
Deadline for registration is October 22, 1991
Call 1-800-345-3037 outside Rochester, or 507-286-8579 for registration information and brochure.
One of the six University of Notre Dame choir ensembles joins in singing the opening hymn, Marche Triomphale Te Deum. The talent from all of the choirs was joined together to form harmonious echoes throughout the JACC.

Father Edward Malloy, President of Notre Dame, waves as he eats a picnic dinner at Krause Field after the opening mass yesterday. Residents of Pasquerilla East enjoy Father Malloy's company. Due to the picnic in celebration for the opening of the Sesquicentennial Year, both North and South dining halls were closed Sunday evening in efforts for students to become more directly involved with the celebration.

Father Edward Malloy, presiding celebrant and homilist for the Sesquicentennial Year opening mass, uses the chalice which originally belonged to Father Edward Sorin. Father Sorin founded the University of Notre Dame du Lac 150 years ago.

Katharine Sullivan, a sophomore, and Joseph Wilson, a junior, preside the intercessions to the congregation. The petitions during yesterday's mass at the JACC centered around the continuance of the Notre Dame family.

A Unique Consulting Firm

Hewitt Associates
is visiting the University of Notre Dame

Hewitt Associates is an international firm of consultants and actuaries specializing in the design, financing, communication, and administration of employee benefit and compensation programs. We are included in the publications The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America and The Best Companies for Women.

We are interested in students with the following majors:

Accounting
Computer Applications
Economics
Finance
Management
with MIS Concentration
Mathematics
Mathematics
with Computer Concentration

We look for people who are adaptable, creative, analytical, and intelligent; people who work well together. Our challenge is to identify and develop those people who can respond to the opportunities of today and tomorrow.

Hewitt Associates
Lincolnshire, IL • Santa Ana, CA • Whittier Creek, CA
Newport, CT • Boston, MA • Bedminster, NJ
Atlanta GA • Las Colinas, TX • The Woodlands, TX
An equal opportunity employer m/f

ELED MAJORS MEETING

MANDATORY
FOR ALL CURRENT & NEW STUDENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
6:30 - 8:00 PM
SMC SCIENCE BLDG
ROOM 105
SAINT MARY'S
Swedes hand big setback to Social Democrats in elections

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — The Social Democrats, founders of Sweden's welfare state, suffered their worst defeat in nearly 60 years Sunday as voters turned to non-socialist parties offering tax cuts, more choice and less bureaucracy.

Inflation and growing concerns about government efficiency shifted the prosperous Swedes' support away from the party that has governed for almost the past 59 years, shaping a system providing cradle-to-grave services in exchange for some of the highest taxes in the world.

Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson acknowledged that economic problems and negative public reaction to a tax reform plan caused the defeat, but said conservative preying on economic dissatisfaction had "paid off while lack of leadership had isn't, and that makes me worried."

Based on projections from 398 of 726 key districts, the Social Democrats won only 40 of the 349 mandates in the 342-seat parliament, losing 45.7 percent of the vote.

But the Center and Liberal parties, both of which lost seats in the election, said they would not participate in any government with New Democracy, which took a 24 pivotal 20-seat congressional victory.

New Democracy, created only in February in a race to "make Sweden more fun" by slashing taxes and prices, has formed a minority government with the support of a possible two parties. It faces challenges from the European Union to choose a way to the world, a real diversity, which that court badly, badly needs, said Specter.

With Thomas's up-from-poverty background, he is "a man who has a very, very different view of the world, a real diversity, which that court badly, badly needs," said Specter.

Thomas returns to the committee Monday for a second week of hearings, with many liberal groups lined up to oppose his nomination.

U.N. team returns after Iraq blocks helicopter flights

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — A United Nations missile inspection team canceled its mission to Iraq after U.S.-led Security Council warnings and refused to allow the team to use U.N. helicopters.

The Iraqi government said the use of foreign aircraft over its territory had violated its sovereignty.

Instead, Iraq offered its military's Soviet-made MiG-17 helicopters and Iraqi pilots, but short of a waistcoat, the helicopters are unsafe and the pilots inexperienced.

Iraq initially did not object to U.N. helicopters, but never provided Iraq's air force with one.

Aircraft were managed by a U.S. expert named Tim Brock, an American expert who was to lead the inspection team.

The Security Council had warned Baghdad on Friday to allow the inspectors to use their helicopters or risk further sanctions.

The 17-member team planned to examine long-range missile sites in western Iraq as part of the plan to eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass destruction, as ordered under the U.N. resolutions ending the Persian Gulf War.

Some sites were used to fire Scud missiles in the war, mainly against Saudi Arabia and Israel.

White House National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft called the refusal a serious violation of the U.N. resolutions. He would not comment directly when asked if there was a possibility President Bush would bring the U.N. forces back into Iraq. We're looking at the (refusal) very seriously, he said, on ABC television.

Germany had donated three helicopters for the mission, but the aircraft would be held up in Turkey.

Other U.N. teams checking chemical, biological weapons and long-range missiles operated around the capital Baghdad and used automobiles.

Attention Photographers

There will be an organizational for all Observer photographers on Tuesday Sept. 17th at 7:30pm in the Sorin Room, first floor of LaFortune. Any new photographers interested in working for the Observer are encouraged to attend. For more information contact Andrew McCluskey at 239-7471.
L.A. schools lay off teachers in an attempt to close budget gap

The College of Business Administration
In Celebration of
The University's Sesquicentennial
and the
70th Anniversary of the College
Invites You to Attend

A Convocation of Our Graduates
Seventy Years of Business Education at Notre Dame
1921 - 1991

Thursday, September 19, 1991, Annenberg Auditorium,
The Snite Museum of Art, University of Notre Dame

1:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.: Convocation of Graduates
Moderator:
Dr. John R. Malone
Professor Emeritus of Marketing

Mr. Edmond R. Haggar
Honorary Chairman of the Board, Haggar Apparel Company

Mr. Joseph A. Pichler
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, The Kroger Company

Mr. James L. Hesburgh
President and Chief Executive Officer, J.L. Hesburgh International, Inc.

Mr. William Lehr, Jr.
Senior Vice President and Secretary, Hershey Foods Corporation

Mr. James M. Corgel
Director of Process Industries, IBM Corporation

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: "The 90's: Main Street Emerges - Wall Street Recedes"

Mr. Philip J. Purcell, III
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Dean Witter Financial Services Group Inc.

A Business Advisory Council Colloquium on
"The Challenge of Education"

Friday, September 20, 1991, Center for Continuing Education,
Main Auditorium, University of Notre Dame

8:30 a.m. - 9:40 a.m.: The Role of Business Schools
Dean Tom Keller, Duke University, Fuqua School of Business
Dean Jack Keane, University of Notre Dame, College of Business Administration

10:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.: The Role of the Private Sector
A panel of prominent business leaders, presidents, and Chief Executive Officers.

1:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.: The Role of the Public Sector
Senator Bill Bradley (D., N.J.)
"America's Challenge in the Post-Communist World."

The predilection for Los Angeles schools is a familiar one around the country, wherever the national recession has thrown state and local governments into the red. Classes of 40 students are now common in Colorado's elementary schools. The District of Columbia is offering early retirement to 1,300 teachers. Many Florida school districts have imposed a hiring freeze. So Los Angeles officials "have got a lot of company in pain and suffering," Allan Odell, a professor of educational policy at the University of Southern California.

The state provides about 75 percent of the district's money and has sharply cut its appropriation this year. Legislation to give an additional $88 million site unsigned on Gov. Pete Wilson's desk. His preoccupation with a $14 billion state deficit could doom the district's plea for help.

The way we are surviving is the way the old one-room schoolhouse used to work, that is, kids are going to do team learning," said Paul Greenwalt, who teaches Spanish-speaking fourth-graders at Wilbur Elementary School. This year, Greenwalt's class will absorb some fifth-graders whose teachers' jobs were eliminated. The size of the class will jump from the 27 students last year to 30 or 34 this year, he said.

Across the sprawling district serving 650,000 pupils, the average class size is expected to increase by three students since 2,145 teachers were cut from last year's workforce of about 32,000 teachers. Some high school classes will have more than 40 students.

Greenwalt plans to have fast learners work with their slower counterparts. "When I was in school it was, 'you do your own work.' Now you work together, you learn from each other," he said. "That frees me up to take care of a lot of people who really need it.”

The cutbacks, the worst in more than a decade, were announced earlier this month when the school board adopted a $3.9 billion spending plan, down from $4 billion last year. But it appears the district's travails are far from over.

The new budget is based on teachers accepting a $122 million cut in pay and benefits, a situation prompting talk of a strike. The district was crippled by a nearly two-week walkout in spring 1989. "Teachers are not in this profession to get rich. They don't expect a lot, but they do expect a little consideration," said Helen Bernstein, president of United Teachers of Los Angeles. A strike is "a real possibility," she said.

John Booker, the district's chief financial officer, said administrators were confident of averting a strike. "We continue to believe that we are going to be able to negotiate those reductions," he said.

The Kroger Co. says calculators it's attaching to carts will help shoppers stay within their Springfield areas. The left side attaching to carts will help attaching 3- by 7.5-inch advertisements another way to advertise products.

"It's a good idea just the same," said Sam Gingrich, manager of communications for Kroger's southwest Ohio marketing area. "We're simply trying to choose the best technology from a customer's standpoint and from our standpoint."

Tom Jackson, executive director of the Ohio Grocers Association, said Kroger is the first supermarket chain to use the shopping cart calculators in Ohio. But he said he expects more stores to install them if they are popular.

The new budget is based on teachers accepting a $122 million cut in pay and benefits, a situation prompting talk of a strike. The district was crippled by a nearly two-week walkout in spring 1989. "Teachers are not in this profession to get rich. They don't expect a lot, but they do expect a little consideration," said Helen Bernstein, president of United Teachers of Los Angeles. A strike is "a real possibility," she said.

John Booker, the district's chief financial officer, said administrators were confident of averting a strike. "We continue to believe that we are going to be able to negotiate those reductions," he said.

The state provides about 75 percent of the district's money and has sharply cut its appropriation this year. Legislation to give an additional $88 million site unsigned on Gov. Pete Wilson's desk. His preoccupation with a $14 billion state deficit could doom the district's plea for help.

The predilection for Los Angeles schools is a familiar one around the country, wherever the national recession has thrown state and local governments into the red. Classes of 40 students are now common in Colorado's elementary schools. The District of Columbia is offering early retirement to 1,300 teachers. Many Florida school districts have imposed a hiring freeze. So Los Angeles officials "have got a lot of company in pain and suffering," Allan Odell, a professor of educational policy at the University of Southern California.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Miracle at Medjugorje should not be ridiculed

Dear Editor:

Allow me to begin by saying that I respectfully acknowledge the seniority of Father Robert Griffin in so far as he is a senior priest and, moreover, he is the author of the history and official dogma of the Catholic Church. However, after reading Father Griffin's article about the Medjugorje visions, I must speak to him about the subject, I feel compelled to write.

There are several points which Father Griffin makes about Medjugorje's "appearing woman" which make me wonder if the good Father is speaking about the same thing in Yugoslavia about which I have read. First, the good Father refers to the apparitions that are appearing in Medjugorje. But this is the key point: I have been told of the doubt by believing that the apparitions are indeed occurring (as a "sideshow")—which he feels, if he believed in them, would force him to do away with his Catholic faith.

It seems obvious that the good Father has not carefully read what the visionaries say the "appearing woman"'s message is. Her message is not to turn away from Jesus, but to acknowledge the seniority of Catholicism. Rather, the good Father believes that Mary is appearing there. I am sure that if the sun were not dancing in Medjugorje the pilgrims would still believe in the apparitions.

The peoples' faith is not based upon the dancing sun, for many who believe do not even see the sun dancing. Rather, their belief in the apparitions is based on faith, the faith that our God loves us so much that He would send His mother to help us come back to Him. If the sun did not dance, the people would still believe.

A third argument that the good Father makes is that although Medjugorje is a nice place, it is no better than Disneyland, and worse than Jimmy Swaggart's summer camp. This is perhaps the good Father's worst and most empty-headed attack against Medjugorje. If the good Father would read the articles about Medjugorje, he would see that the people involved in Medjugorje's teaching always stay close to Jesus, and if you stray, repent and return to Him! I agree, Father. The woman's message is purely heretical.

The good Father makes another point that the fact the sun dances in Medjugorje does not any more prove that the Mother of God is appearing there than do "mysterious circles left in a field prove that starships have been living from outer space." I do not agree with you, Father. The fact that the sun dances in Medjugorje do not make Mary appearance there. I do not believe that the Mother of God is appearing there because the apparitions are just as "suddenly" as a "sideshow"—which he feels, if he believed in them, would force him to do away with his Catholic faith.

I. U. of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's College.

DOONESBURY

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Who is that woman up there?"

A tourist visiting on I.U. weekend pointing at the Dome

QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, IN 46556.
One singular sensation

Moreau Center for the Arts unifies Saint Mary's cultural arts

By ANNA MARIE TABOR
Saint Mary's Accent Editor

The arts advertisement is wrong.
One is better than two.
At least that is the case with the Moreau Hall and O'Laughlin Auditorium.
The two formerly separately recognized
buildings now house for performing and visual arts
are now united under the name "Moreau Center of the Arts." The concept was the brainchild of
Dennis Krembel, director of campus
event services at Saint Mary's, who has long been aware of the need for a
reunification of cultural events.
I got tired of advertising in
different places," Andres said. "Saint Mary's has an arts-oriented identity,
Notre Dame is sports-oriented."
Even though Moreau and O'Laughlin are solidly connected buildings, there has previously been "no standard logo
for art, music, theater, and dance."
Andres met the need for a single title that the community could identify with in the program for this cultural event.
"Look What You're Beginning to See."
The result was made known to the community when brochures were sent to the homes to provide a preview of what Saint Mary's is offering this year.
Andrew said that an additional benefit of this first-time procedure is that "parents could see what cultural opportunities are available."
With the change in name has come a program restructuring in which a wide variety of shows will be performed and have been scheduled in the environment normally used for each activity.
For example, two of the six productions are to appear in the Little Theater, "Steppling Out," a second semester show, will take advantage of the new curfews and controlled lighting that has made the Little Theater operable for more performances.
Instead of bringing only musicals to Saint Mary's, Andres has enlisted a potpourri of events, but deliberately chosen to include musicals, country, classical, and modern.
In our age of rock 'n roll, heavy metal, and Top 40 music, Andres will expose Saint Mary's students to a variety of cultural events.
Interior changes in the 1,300-seat O'Laughlin Auditorium will be under way beginning this week. The lower half of the seats will be draped off in an attempt to "contain audience space."
Andres has not overlooked the effect the drapes will have on sound but believes that "playing around with the curtains will be an advantageous move in the stream of change that is taking place."
The South Bend community will continue to enjoy the benefits of Saint Mary's cultural opportunities and facilities.
"We are truly the home of the South Bend Symphony Orchestra and the South Bend Chamber Singers," said Andres, and added that the Fillmore Competition office moved to Saint Mary's and the competition may take place on campus this year.
Having a singular name for the cultural events gives a "better identity with the community (South Bend)" for both their performances and the ones Andres brings.
Andres attended the Midwest Arts Conference in Dallas this week to absorb a "showcase of artists that are unknown to most but are up-and-coming stars."
He spent four days meeting many of the 550 artists representing 100,000 artists in the areas of music, dance, theater, and art.
Yesterday Andres returned home with 24 CDs, 24 tapes, and five videotapes to consider for next year's shows.
With 98 possible events to bring to Saint Mary's, including the musicals "Grease," "Bye-Bye Birdie," Grand Hotel, the Indianapolis Ballet, and Billy Taylor, Andres said that the chief restriction involved in lining up performances is financial. Costs for a single appearance range from $1,500 to $50,000.
Spending a Sunday afternoon celebrating the Rites of Spring on the Island is an idea Andres is toying with for next year.
He would like to "get artists who would perform out there (on the island outside of Haggerty)" in lieu of guitarists or chamber artists, modern dancers, theater readers, and other performers that "have to be live."
With nine years of experience at the Star Plaza in Merrillville, Indiana, Andres is accustomed to scheduling shows that include everything from Bob Hope and Bill Cosby to the Oak Ridge Boys.
He is accustomed to scheduling shows that include everything from Bob Hope and Bill Cosby to the Oak Ridge Boys.
Andres is pleased to contribute his talents to Saint Mary's and although it is "too soon to tell" what the reactions to the Moreau Center for the Arts are, he is confident that the changes are best for publicity, performance, and attendance.

‘Not forgotten...’

POW/MIA Week aimed at enlightening community

By PAIGE SMORON
Assistant Accent Editor

Over 2,000 Americans are still missing or are unaccounted for in Southeast Asia.
Over 2,000 Americans still need hope — and prayers.
Prisoner of War/Missing in Action Awareness Week started last night with special intentions said at masses celebrated at the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses, and the Arnold Air Society.
Special events throughout the week to inform the community of this issue.
"The goal of the week is twofold," said Col. Howard Hlason.
"First, we want to recognize those who have served as POWs, and secondly, we want to make the national public aware that MIAs are still a significant concern."
The POW/MIA Week is aimed at recognizing the families and loved ones who have worked so long to resolve the fate of POWs and MIAs.
It is important for the community to hope for freedom for any prisoner who may still be held captive," said Ellen Cierznick, Arnold Air Society Squadron Commander.
Monday evening at 7:00 p.m., a POW/MIA Memorial Mass will be celebrated at the Sacred Heart Church.
Tuesday through Thursday, POW/MIA bracelets, pins, and pens will be sold in the dining halls on both campuses.
A Flag Retreat Ceremony will take place on Friday at 6:00 p.m. on South Quad, involving representatives from Army, Navy, and Air Force ROTC.
At the ceremony, Lt. Col. Dennis Krembel, a 1974 Notre Dame graduate, will be the guest speaker.
An Air Force pilot, Krembel was in the first squadron deployed to Operation Desert Storm in August of 1990, and flew an F-15 for the duration of the war.
To conclude the week, the Michigan State game, there will be a moment of silence after the United States and the POW/MIA flags have been raised, just before the National Anthem.
The activities of the week are part of an annual focus in honor of the missing or unac­counted for members of the military, and for their family and friends. Across the country, not only campuses, but civic organizations, communities, and military bases will be commemorating POWs and MIAs.
It also coincides with the efforts of elected officials who are demanding full ac­countability for its enlisted," said Hlason.
According to Hlason, there are over 100 veterans within 50 miles of South Bend who were POWs in the past, largely from World War II. "Before the Retreat Ceremony, we're holding a reception for these POWs, and are expecting about 40 of them," said Hlason.
The week here on campus is being organized by the Arnold Air Society, a fraternal service organization within Air Force ROTC that consists of around 75 members this semester.
The Society also participates in a number of other service projects, including volunteer work at the Logan Center and the building of Kids Kingdom in South Bend.
Another group involved in the cause is the National League of Families. Not only relatives of present POWs and MIAs, many are families of loved ones who have been recovered, but still remain strongly committed to the issue.
In particular, this organization is responsible for those familiar silver MIAbra­celets.
The week will offer an opportunity for everyone to learn more about this ongoing situation. "We are hoping to inform students on the POW/MIA issue," said Cierznick.
By gaining knowledge of the issue, we can further our dedication to peace and respect for those men and women who died for our country."
Classifieds

NOTICES

USED BOOKS CHEAP CHEAP!!!
25% off of list price
10-530 everyday
Pandora's Books corner of
No ax & Howard

TYING AVAILABLE
257-402

Fund raising: 150% profit for your organization; call for details, Ext. Five different programs available.

TYPING AVAILABLE
257-402

HELP WANTED

LOST/KENS, LOST KEYS, LOSTАО KEYS ON A KEY CHAIN. PLEASE CALL 279-6666, LEAVE MESSAGE.

FOUND: One man's watch on the streets of Chicago. Please call 279-9293.

LOST-SILVER FIGURE PEN WITH MY NAME CARVED ON IT. LOST ROBBINS. I'M HAVIN FOR 12 YEARS AND MEANS TO 1-703-377-2303. PLEASE CALL, BOOKSTORE.

FOUND: Picture of a new baby (one not of NO) FOUND by info in your yellow pages. If yours give a call at x4529.

LONG-BROWN LEATHER WALLETS
LAST MON. I LOST A PAIR OF LONG-BROWN LEATHER WALLETS. I AM TRYING TO CALL 271-9239 ANTHONY

FOUND:

educational accounting book
279-9748

F O U N D

partner of CONTACTS
between Tom & Pete call x2688
to claim

WANTED

FREE FIRE, TRAVEL, CASH AND
EXPERIENCE

Opportunities available for individuals or student organizations to promote the country's most successful Spring Break events. Call Inter-
Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013.

DRUMMER: You get paid, we want
you. Call X2117 or X2111.

NEED FOR PITTSBURGH RICH RELATIVES WILL PAY HIGH PRIZE FOR

CALL CHUCK 2026

Free Scholarship Information for students. Please call for free brochure. Results guaranteed.
1-800-935-7167 Ext. 14

HEADS OR TAILS PHONE ORDERS? PEOPLE CALL INTER-CAMPUS.

NECESSARY
1-800-505-2424

PANAMA CITY BEACH

This Spring break is your free trip and the time of your life. Sell the best location on the beach next to the greatest night life clubs. Campus reps needed to promote Spring Break. Call Kris 1-800-505-3502.

Do you play bass guitar? If so, we need you. As a PA student we need a bass guitar for a band. Call Jason at 297-
8818.

Drummer, Bassist, and Keyboardist
Contact: Wheels 3131 or X2376.

Complimentary needs campus rep.
5 hrs / week. No setting Great pay.
Call 1-800-284-3842.

FOR RENT

Rent a 19" color TV, two stereos only $99.00.
19" color TV, two stereos only $99.00.
2 VCRs, two stereos, $99.55.
For last time delivery, call COLLEGIATE RENTALS 272-0955.

STUDENT RENTALS, CLOSE TO NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. Please call 255-9644.

BEDBREAKFAST FOR NORTHERN ILLINOIS FAMILIES. PRIVATE BATH. TEN MINUTES FROM CAMPUSSAFE NEIGHBORHOOD IN AREA 234-2626.

Three and four bedroom homes. Thanks for loading notice to Noise Date.
232-5411 or 234-0378.

HOUSEWANTED: 2 br 8th st w, quiet, large Mls 1000, exxon/gas, p.c. plenty stor. 5989, bdrn. x10 288-6178

Space still available for MICH STATE weekend for 86 accomodations! Call 271-6969

FOR SALE

MacGregor Tour golf clubs, including bag.
Excellent condition.$190. 239-9304

LEASER

For Your Home

MUSICAL DRINKING GLASSES, PLAYS NO VICTORIA 8-19. ORDER YOURS NOW
BETTY 339-1658 OR 289-1221

Cubs or Philles fans for sale Sept 26
277-8746

Round trip to ALLANTAS good until Christmas.

McPhee Drive

Intramurals 9-3700
273-1004

S-Kansas City, ax of 99.
29 Nov 50 00 287-6022

Get to 50 from beautiful college towns.
3 Bill 2 10 bats, 200 hrs, 8 ft. Call Jennifer Brown 626-1581.
Crewe & Everitt 8th & G St.
287-6022

COMPUTERS!

Mac, etc. 380, 700v.
john@x2739
Asf Supersave, $1600
38th street upgrade your PC.
8900, WAVA 9411

RENTAL

Drum Set, Band Additional.

Rings number.

Honey visit
x4082

WANTED 3 Pitt St.

HELP ME! Dial 23949

WANTED 2 or more.

NEED MICH ST.

TICKETS.

HELP NEEDED 2 PITT St.

FOR MICH ST. TRADE PURDUE TIX PLUS 888-756-7034

Need 3 Mich St.

Call Jan 320-090.

Need 4 Mich St.

for 284-3814.

Need 4 Mich St.

for 220-1500.

Need 4 Mich St.

Call Mr. Seaberry, x273-5200.

We NEED 2 NAVY.

Our student organizations
SPRING the country's most
1-800-327-6013.

NEED ID CALL 289-5311 ANTHONY

P E.

Openings for Student Organizations SPRING

FOR SALE

Openings for Student Organizations SPRING

FOR SALE

Openings for Student Organizations SPRING

FOR SALE

Openings for Student Organizations SPRING

FOR SALE

Openings for Student Organizations SPRING

FOR SALE

Openings for Student Organizations SPRING
Police tear-gas potential riot in Ann Arbor; Tony Smith shines on offense

The fireworkst were not confirmed only to Michigan Stadium this season.

A crowd of 1,000 Michigan and Notre Dame students gathered outside of O'Sullivan's, a popular hangout on University Avenue in the heart of the campus. The crowd, divided across both sides of the avenue, engaged in a shouting match and marshmallow fight in what started out as a friendly confrontation.

However, as the night wore on, more and more students poured out of nearby fraternities and sororities, and the crowd grew larger. By the time police arrived, the situation had escalated to a riot.

The Michigan defense limited Notre Dame to a total of 35 yards on the ground, 22 of which came on a late fourth-down run by Willie Clark at the end of the first half. Notre Dame was picked off three times, two of which were returned for touchdowns.

Two Wolverines etched their names in Michigan athletic book records Saturday. Quarterback Brett Bell ran for 140 yards on 19 carries for a 148 total yardage...
After the kickoff, Notre Dame scored.

Michigan then ran off a 6:45 minute drive, capped by a 16-yards in 92 seconds, with Mirer kicking two field goals as Michigan's ball-control offense put us in a bad situation early," Bahr said.

Boone kicked two field goals, but the Lions scored only one TD and just 13 points in three games.

The first score came on a 29-yard end around by Howard on faked out Rod Smith at the 15 and found nothing but Wolverine frustration.

The Lions defense rewarded Moeller's confidence on Notre Dame's next series, stopping the Irish at midfield. And after Herchitsch's punt with 6:30 remaining, Powers (38 carries, 164 yards, 1 TD) picked up four first downs to help run the clock out and preserve a 17-0 lead. But the Lions couldn't beat Notre Dame or that there was a jinx, but you have to break that mentality," Bahr said.

Michigan's crowd into it and can't go to sleep on Notre Dame since 1986. Michigan's first win over Notre Dame in 12 years of the period to take a 17-0 lead but went ahead for keeps on Neal Anderson's 51-yard TD run with 6:39 to play.

Three minutes later, Mirer rolled out left and found Smith open again, this time in the end zone, to pull Notre Dame to within 17-14 with plenty of time on the clock. For the day, Smith totaled five catches for a career-high 121 yards.

At Phoenix, the Raiders kicked three field goals, but the Lions scored only one TD and just 13 points in three games.

It appeared it would be the 

Redskins 34, Cardinals 0

At Washington, Earnest Byner passed for a touchdown. But the Lions scored only one TD and just 13 points in three games.

Mister said. "It appeared it would be the 

The Michigan defense rewarded Moeller's confidence on Notre Dame's next series, stopping the Irish at midfield. And after Herchitsch's punt with 6:30 remaining, Powers (38 carries, 164 yards, 1 TD) picked up four first downs to help run the clock out and preserve a 17-0 lead. But the Lions couldn't beat Notre Dame or that there was a jinx, but you have to break that mentality," Bahr said.

ffield goal. But the penalty set us back. "I thought I struck the ball well. That interception got us in a bad situation early," Bahr said.

At Detroit, the Lions (2-1) prevented Don Shula's 300th NFL coaching win and spoiled Dan Marino's 10th birthday.

The Bears, who blew a 13-0 lead but went ahead for 

At Pittsburgh, Bubby Brister kicked a field goal, winning a 45-yarder with 13-11 on Jim Brown's 36-yard field goal with 6:41 left. The Lions drove 60 to set up the winning field goal.
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WEEKEND

BANQUET REGISTRATION DEADLINE MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
Dine with your choice of company representatives
Extra forms available in Engineering Student center, 217 Cushing
$5 deposit NOW, returned night of banquet
Sponsored by the JOINT ENGINEERING COUNCIL SCIENCE OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

September 24 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
• Representatives from over 30 major companies
• Opportunities for full-time employment and summer internships
• Bring your resumes!
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Faulk rushes for 386 yards as San Diego State wins; Florida State, Florida romp, while Penn State is upset by Temple

(AP)—Marshall Faulk not only stunned college football. He also surprised himself.

"Golly, stuff like this doesn't happen to a freshman," he said Saturday of his NCAA single-game rushing record of 386 yards in San Diego State's 55-34 victory over Pacific. Faulk, who rushed 37 times, broke the previous Division I-A record of 377 yards, set in 1989 by Anthony Thompson of Indiana, who rushed 52 times against Wisconsin.

"I knew we were going to hand it to somebody," said San Diego State coach Al Ligabue. "We were going to run it. He happened to be the one that got it. He had a heck of a performance by any standards." He added, "I didn't get tired," said Faulk, who is from New Orleans.

That was 382 yards, set by Faulk in 1991. Faulk broke the previous record of 377 yards, set in 1989 by He

Monday, September 16, 1991

The Observer

Please recycle.

Newspaper, aluminum, and glass can all be recycled.

Thank you.

The Observer is currently accepting applications for the following paid positions:

Asst. Photo Editor
Sports Photo Editor
Features Photo Editor
Saint Mary's Photo Editor

A page one personal statement should be submitted to Andrew McCloskey at The Observer by Thursday, Sept. 19, at 5pm.

For further information contact Andrew McCloskey at 239-7471

The Notre Dame Finance Club presents:

CAREER NIGHT

All Business and Economics majors welcome

Companies that will be attending include Arthur Andersen, Andersen Consulting, Dean Witter, Northern Trust Co., General Mills, Leo Burnett Co. & many others

Tuesday, September 17, 6-8 pm
MONOGRAM ROOM, JACC

American Red Cross

INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA

Come Meet the Former Executive Director of Salzburg Summer School Melitta Dujany at the Information Meeting

A Day In The Life Of An NBA/Australian Student In Innsbruck with Professor A Wimmer

Monday Evening, September 16 at 6:30pm Satellite I, Room 242 O'Shaughnessy

Returning students will be on hand to answer questions

Irish women show improvement on links

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

In its fourth year of varsity competition the Notre Dame women's golf team is learning how to compete with the best of the top teams in the country.

After a fourth-place finish at Michigan's Lady Wolverine Invitational on September 7th and 8th, the team travelled to Normal, Illinois for the Illinois State Golf Invitational this weekend.

A 54-hole total of 1008, a 23 stroke improvement over last week's score, was good enough for fifth place at the Normal course. The team showed improvement in each event following by an opening score of 342 with scores of 337 and 329.

Coach Tom Healon is pleased with the improvement his young team is showing, but feels that the team still has a long way to go. "A coach is never satisfied," he said, "but I'm really encouraged with our improvement. We need to lower our score since we are a young team." Healon added, "I think we are on the road to doing better."

Northern Illinois won a final round battle with Illinois and host Illinois State to capture the team title, finishing the tournament at 938.

Individually, senior captain Allison Wohlas led the Irish with a 247 total, including a final round 78, the team's best score of the tournament. Sophomore Christy Klein and Alicia Murray were close behind, finishing at 252. Denise Paulin and Karen Miller Nigon rounded out the Irish lineup with scores of 257 and 279, respectively.

Junior Eileen Halson of Illinois took the individual medalist honors with a three-under-par 210 total.

Next weekend, the competition gets even more difficult for the Lady Irish.

"The field may even be tougher next weekend," Hanlon said, referring to the Michigan State Invitational, where the IrishShined in 1990. In the first two rounds, the team fired 300 and 301, and finished tied for 23rd place at 322 and 316 and although Hanlon isn't looking for records to be broken, he does expect improvement. "I think we will play better at Michigan State," he commented. "I think we are on the road to doing better."

That is a difficult road to travel for the Lady Irish, who are one of the younger ladies, the Lady Irish are well on their way to becoming one of the midwest's finest women's golf teams.
Irish volleyball captures SW Missouri State Invitational

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team swept through the Southwest Missouri State Invitational with three convincing wins, including an impressive showing against 14th-ranked Ohio State.

The Irish entered the tournament after a disappointing showing in the Big Four Classic. Top-25 member Kentucky swept Notre Dame in three straight games, which raised numerous questions about the Irish's ability to compete with the top teams.

Notre Dame quickly put to rest any doubts by spiking Ohio State in the opening round 15-10, 15-13, 16-14. Notre Dame was led by Christine Choquette, who tallied 13 kills, and Janelle Turner, who had 46 assists.

The victory placed the Irish in the championship match against host Southwest Missouri State, a team which stood at 2-4 and appeared to be no match for the streaking Irish. The upset-minded Bears played well above their heads, taking the Irish to five games before succumbing 15-7, 4-15, 16-14, 16-17, 15-9.

The two-hour-plus match was highlighted by Karlan, who led the team in both kills (19) and digs (21), and Karlan, who had 46 assists. "We really played as a team," stated Karlan. "We were successful because we did everything as a team. That's the key to our success."

Karlan was named tournament MVP due to her impressive play, which included a total of 116 assists in the three matches. Fiebelkorn and Choquette also received honors, as both were named to the all-tournament team.

After dismantling the Buckeyes, the Irish faced Eastern Michigan. Notre Dame made quick work of the Hornets, posting a 15-2, 15-9, 15-8 victory in a match that lasted three sets. Janelle Turner, who led the team in both kills (19) and digs (21), and Karlan, who had 46 assists, "We really played as a team," stated Karlan. "We were successful because we did everything as a team. That's the key to our success."

Karlan was named tournament MVP due to her impressive play, which included a total of 116 assists in the three matches. Fiebelkorn and Choquette also received honors, as both were named to the all-tournament team.

The Irish (15-1) began preparation for consecutive road games against Boston College and Illinois State scheduled for Sunday and Tuesday.

FSU still on top

By RENE RENNAR
Associate Sports Editor

The Florida State Seminoles remained atop a National Collegiate Sportswriters' poll ranked with stability, as no four teams held ground in this week's rankings.

The Seminoles, 58-0 winners over Western Michigan, racked up 21 of 29 first-place votes to outdistance co-runners up Michigan and Miami. The Hurricanes had more first-place ballots than the Seminoles, but both teams ended up in a dead heat with 677 points apiece.

Florida's impressive 35-0 victory over Alabama vaulted the Gators over idle Washington into fourth position. Tennessee, Clemson, Oklahoma, Penn State, and Notre Dame rounded out the top 10.

Notre Dame fell from seventh to 12th in this week's rankings. The Irish (420 points) came in just behind the Hawkeyes (422) and 11th-ranked Nebraska (421).

Two newcomers joined the top 25 this week. Baylor's 16-14 upset of then 12th-ranked Colorado (now 21st) skyrock­eted the Bears into 11th position, while Mississippi State climbed into the poll at 23rd. UCLA and Michigan State dropped from the rankings.

SPORTS BRIEFS

An any grad student or faculty member interested in coaching, advising, or competing in sports is encouraged to contact Tim Sullivan at 283-3274. The team can pay money simply for an advisor's presence. Regular gymnast events begin Monday at 4:30 p.m. at Angela Athletic Facility at Saint Mary's. 

The Center for Social Concerns
University of Notre Dame
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
(For information: 239-5293)

- **Information on Post-Graduation Service Opportunities (for Juniors & Seniors)**
  - Van Drives' Seminar (Mandatory for those who drive CSC vehicles unless one Seminar previously completed.)
- **Van Drives' Seminar (Mandatory for those who drive CSC vehicles unless one Seminar previously completed.)**
- **CSC FALL BREAK SEMINAR APPLICATIONS DEALLINE**
  - Washington Seminar
  - Appalachian Seminar
  - Women, Church & Society Seminar
  - Chicago - Cultural Diversity Seminar (tentative)
  - Hospitality Lunch for the benefit of the Catholic Worker House
- **CSC FALL BREAK SEMINAR APPLICATIONS DEALLINE**
- **CSC FALL BREAK SEMINAR APPLICATIONS DEALLINE**
  - Seminar Orientations
  - Post-Graduate Opportunities Fair (for Juniors and Seniors)
  - Community Service Commissioners Meeting
- **Community Service Commissioners Meeting**
  - Hospitality Lunch for the benefit of the Best Buddies/Legacy volunteers
- **Hospitality Lunch for the benefit of the Best Buddies/Legacy volunteers**
  - IJPSM Advisory Council Meeting
  - Friday forum for faculty & staff - Theme: "Sesquicentennial Year: Notre Dame and Catholic Education in the U.S."
- **Friday forum for faculty & staff - Theme: "Sesquicentennial Year: Notre Dame and Catholic Education in the U.S."**
  - Senior Rap Up Registration Deadline
- **Senior Rap Up Registration Deadline**
  - Center open prior to Football game
- **Center open prior to Football game**
  - Past Graduate Opportunities Information Night
- **Past Graduate Opportunities Information Night**
  - CSC FALL BREAK SEMINAR:
    - Washington Seminar
    - Appalachian Seminar
    - Women, Church & Society Seminar
    - Chicago Cultural Diversity Seminar
- **CSC FALL BREAK SEMINAR:**
  - Seminar Follow-up/Evaluation Meetings
  - Seminar Follow-up/Evaluation Meetings

The Observer/Brennan Regan
Michigan split end Desmond "Magic" Howard burned the Irish defense with two touchdowns, including a 25-yarder on fourth-and-one.

"The Catch" marks end of Irish dominance over UM

By Jennifer Manen

The touchdown that broke the back of the Irish was one that probably should have never happened. Not on fourth down and a foot. Not with 9:02 remaining in the game and Michigan on the Irish 25-yard line.

"At first I thought they'd run the ball," said linebacker Demetrius DuBose, and the Irish were lined up to prevent a Michigan pass, with five downstomers on the line of scrimmage. But Wolverine quarterback Eric Grbac stepped off the line prepared to throw the ball, and looked immediately towards the sideline, where he had enjoyed plenty of success throwing five and six yard routes.

In fact, Grbac completed so many passes to the flats that he rarely looked further downfield. The Michigan quarterback set a single-game completion percentage record, connecting on 20 of 22 passes for 90.9%.

Grbac pum-pummed, freezing the linebackers, except for one. DuBose was fullback Bernie Legette, but ironically, Legette wasn't even attempting to block DuBose. The fullback was stepping up to the outside to block the outside rusher, leaving a hole for the Notre Dame backer to slip through, but DuBose's foot hit the back of Legette's leg, upending him.

"We were in the right defense for it," said Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz. "We showed man and zone defense. All the defender has to do is play his man, and they didn't. They really hung in there. (But) I'm proud of our team. We had our chances early and they didn't. They really sealed the deal."